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New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Three Couples . Three Countries . One War On August 5, 1914,
the world changed forever. For John and Beth Young, the happiness they finally achieved was
snatched out from under them. For Emma Cote, her husband Jared would do his duty, despite her
feelings. For Christy Simmons, an uncertain future with the boy she loved. The lives of six people
from across the British Empire to America were changed forever. When John, Jared, and Will find
themselves thrust together in France and Emma and Christy decide to seek out their missing
husbands, the lives of these three families intertwine in ways none of them could possibly have
imagined. Working together in a field hospital, Emma and Christy learn to rely on and protect each
other. Lost together in a strange forest and cut off from their unit, the three soldiers run and hide.
But the further they go, the more they realize the chances of all of them surviving the war
unscathed are nonexistent.
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